
StableTable® Rise™
  When vision meets innovation

StableTable® Rise™ at Bosco verticale  in Milan, Italy
When Swedish innovation meets innovative architecture in the 
capital of design, limits are challenged, and timeless furniture - 
solving real problems - is created.

StableTable® Rise™ is a self-stabilising design table crafted in 
modern ambition.

With its cut, triangular legs, forward thinking approach, and 
straight modern Swedish lines, StableTable® Rise™ reaches 
new frontiers.

The design has been crafted to meet the needs of the modern 
minimalists that push limits and know exactly what they want. 
True to our Swedish design ethos, form goes hand in hand with 
functionality. The straight confident upward reaching table stands 
firmly in place, thanks to the unique, patented StableTable® 
technology inside.
StableTable® Rise™ automatically adjusts to both bumps and 
grooves and manages height differences up to 25 mm.

Just lift and place the table wherever you want, and it will immedi-
ately set all four feet on the ground and stop all the wobble even if 
guests start moving the table around.

www.stabletable.se - info@stabletable.se
“No more wobbly tables!”

®



Colours

Design concept and benefits
StableTable® Rise™ meets the needs of modern, visionary restaurants and bars 
looking for straightforward, clear lines to keep the furniture in tune with clean 
industrial architecture and design. With its light features and distinct lines 
StableTable® Rise™ helps create refined venues.
All StableTable® Rise™ bases can be delivered with FlexCross™ or FlipTop™.

Facts 
Self-stabilising  Up to 25 mm height diff.
  Manages both bumps and grooves
Contract quality  Yes  
Outdoor usage  All year round 
Indoor usage  Yes 
UV-Proof  Yes 
Stackable  Yes, slide in

Table top sizes (cm, recommended) 

Area of use 
For use both in and outdoor all year round. For use directly on the seaside and where salt-water may splash up on 
the bases, we recommend it as Galvanised or to use the StableTable® Extreme range in marine quality stainless 
steel (316L). 

Other colours available on request. 

Liberating design

StableTable Scandinavia AB - Stora Södergatan 31 - SE-222 23 LUND - Sweden 
Phone; +46 (0)46 15 15 50 - e-mail; info@stabletable.se - www.stabletable.se 
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FlipTop X-shape 
for 77 leg

FlipTop Round 
for 57 leg 

Bar
108 cm

Hooks and Handle 
with locking loop 
available as 
accessory for 
FlipTop™ bases

ISO / Packaging 9001 and 14001 / FSC
Sustainability  Made with partly recycled metal
 Fully recyclable 
Manufactured in Sweden
Assembly Base comes assembled, FlexCross or
 FlipTop attaches with one screw

* 110 cm only with FlexCross™For tops longer than 120 cm, two bases can be used

Dinner 
4-seater
72 cm

Dinner 
2-seater
72 cm

Material 
Base and FlexCross; Milled steel pretreated for outdoor usage and powder coated with external quality UV-proof 
powder coating. Folding mechanism; Reinforced plastic. 

Rise 57 cm leg 50-80 50x50-70x70 60x70
Rise 77 cm leg 80-100, 110* 80x80 100-110*X70
Rise Bar 57 cm 50-90 50x50-70x70 -

Counter
90 cm

Lounge Counter Bar
Height 50       72         72         90         108        cm
x-leg length 57       57         77         57         57         cm
Footprint 41x41 41x41 55x55 41x41 41x41 cm
Thickness of leg 8         8           8           8           8           mm
Centre pillar ∅ 76       76         76         76         76         mm
FlexCross, weight 6,30     7,10       9,10       7,80       8,40       kg
FlipTop, weight 5,65     6,45       8,45       7,35       7,75       kg

Dinner/Café

“No more wobbly tables!”

®


